SOP- HPC 07 Nu-Guard Anti- Graffiti Protective Coating.
Weathered Surfaces.
This is a Standard Operating Procedures doc (SOP) designed to ensure the performance benefits
of this protective coating to achieve the expected performance outcomes.
This SOP applies to older, weathered sites requiring a pre- application clean.

IMPORTANT NOTE: The amount of coating applied is crucial to best performance
outcomes & has a “very rubbery feel” when dry.
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SAFETY FIRST- eye protection as a minimum. Dish wash type gloves optional.
Wash off surface dirt & debris with soapy water & then water rinse. Allow to dry
Petroleum debris such as tar can be removed with petrol, turps, or, white spirits.
Following wash with soapy water then rinse with water & dry or, allow the surface to dry.
Open & stir coating thoroughly. Do not dilute.
When not in use put the lid back on securely to avoid air & moisture uptake ensuring the
coating is fit for ongoing use.
The coating can be applied with a brush, roller, or spray coat. Equipment washes up with
White Spirits.
To apply the correct amount of coating needed is a tape measure, & plastic measuring
jug with litre fractions, typically used for cooking.
Measure & calculate the square metres of the surfaces to be coated.
(width x height & / or height x length which ever applies. – this will enable sqm calcs)
Add to get total sqm number. Then: total sqm number divided by 8.
This is the amount in litres to apply. Round up the number by 0.05l or 0.1l
If the application number is greater than 1(litre) then the sqm number must be greater
than 8 (sqm). If lower than 1(litre) then the sqm number must be less than 8 (sqm).
Apply all of the measured coating to the measured areas.
Continue to apply evenly until all of the coating is used to achieve the target coating
amount of 8sqm / litre.
Should be a single coat application but, all of the measured amount must be applied.
Apply at temperatures greater than 5degrees C & Relative Humidity less than RH 85%. In
other words, not very cold &/or not very damp nearly raining.
6hrs touch dry / 24hrs fully dry & graffiti “water washable” ready.
The “rubbery feel” is a clear indication to the presence of the protective coating.

If you have any questions please ring Tony +64 27 448 4593 or Greg as below. We are more than happy to
assist.

Greg Stevenson
Technical Director
Cleanoff Graffiti Ltd
+64 21 884 663.
CAUTION - This message may contain privileged and confidential information intended only for the use of the addressee
named above. If you are not the intended recipient of this message please be notified that your use, dissemination,
distribution or reproduction of this message is prohibited. If you have received this message in error please notify Cleanoff
Graffiti Ltd. immediately. Much appreciated.

